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Concurrent programming is conceptually harder to undertake and to understand
than sequential programming, because a programmer has to manage the
coexistence and coordination of multiple concurrent activities. To alleviate this task
several high-level approaches to concurrent programming have been developed. For
some high-level programming approaches, prototyping for facilitating early
evaluation of new ideas is a central goal.

Prototyping is used to explore the essential features of a proposed system through
practical experimentation before its actual implementation to make the correct
design choices early in the process of software development. Approaches to
prototyping concurrent applications with very high-level programming systems
intend to alleviate the development in different ways. Early experimentation with
alternate design choices or problem decompositions for concurrent applications is
suggested to make concurrent programming easier.

This paper presents a survey of programming languages and systems for
prototyping concurrent applications to review the state of the art in this area. The
surveyed approaches are classified with respect to the prototyping process.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]:
Concurrent Programming—Parallel programming; Distributed programming; D.2.1
[Software Engineering]: Requirements/Specifications; D.2.2 [Software
Engineering]: Design Tools and Techniques—Computer-aided software
engineering (CASE); Petri nets; Software libraries; D.2.6 [Software Engineering]:
Programming Environments—Interactive environments; D.3.2 [Programming
Languages]: Language Classifications—Concurrent, distributed, and parallel
languages; Very high-level languages; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]:
Language Constructs and Features—Concurrent programming structures

General Terms: Languages

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Concurrency, distribution, parallelism, rapid
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the last decades, particular atten-
tion has been focused on concurrent pro-
gramming within the computer science

community. A concurrent program spec-
ifies two or more processes that cooper-
ate in performing a task [Andrews
1991]. Each process is a sequential pro-
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gram that executes a sequence of state-
ments. Processes cooperate by commu-
nication and synchronization. In a
parallel program, these concurrent pro-
cesses are executed in parallel on multi-
ple processors. A distributed program is
a concurrent program in which pro-
cesses on different computers communi-
cate through a network. Thus, concur-
rent programming encompasses parallel
programming and distributed program-
ming. Several motivations for concur-
rent programming exist:

(1) decreasing the execution time for an
application program;

(2) increasing fault-tolerance;

(3) explicitly exploiting the inherent
parallelism of an application.

Achieving speedup through parallelism
is a common motivation for executing
an application program on a parallel
computer system. Usually, parallel pro-
gramming aims at high-performance
computing. Another motivation is
achieving fault-tolerance: for critical ap-
plications like controlling a nuclear
power plant, a single processor may not
be reliable enough. Distributed comput-
ing systems are potentially more reli-
able: as the processors are autonomous,
a failure in one processor does not affect
the correct function of the other proces-
sors. Fault-tolerance can, therefore, be

increased by replicating functions or
data of the application on several pro-
cessors. If some of the processors crash,
the others can continue the job.

However, the main motivation for in-
tegrating explicit parallelism into high-
level languages that are designed for
prototyping is to provide means for ex-
plicitly modeling concurrent applica-
tions. Consider, for instance, concurrent
systems such as air-traffic-control and
airline-reservation applications, which
must respond to many external stimuli
and which are therefore inherently par-
allel and often distributed. To deal with
nondeterminism and to reduce their
complexity, such applications are pref-
erably structured as independent con-
current processes.

Section 2 first discusses some general
issues of prototyping sequential and
concurrent systems before a survey of
several programming languages and
systems for prototyping concurrent ap-
plications is presented in Section 3. For
each approach, first the general idea is
discussed. Then, a short presentation of
an example system follows before some
sample systems are listed for further
reference. The short example is in-
tended to give a first impression of the
particular approach. For the listed sam-
ple systems a brief characterization and
some references are given. We do not
intend to provide a comprehensive bibli-
ography in this paper. For each in-
cluded approach just a few representa-
tive references will be given. We also do
not intend to provide a comprehensive
survey of concurrent programming lan-
guages as it can be found in Bal et al.
[1989] for distributed programming lan-
guages. Only approaches which are de-
signed for prototyping are included. The
transformation of prototypes into effi-
cient implementations is discussed in
Section 4. Section 5 draws some conclu-
sions and indicates directions for future
work.

The focus of this paper is on rapid
prototyping of concurrent programs
(validation), not on the correct deriva-
tion of concurrent programs from exe-
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cutable specifications (verification).
Also, the focus is not on the composition
and coordination of distributed software
architecture. However, the discussed
approaches also cover coordination and
object-oriented languages, and Section 4
discusses the transformation of high-
level prototypes into lower-level imple-
mentations, but these issues are not the
central concern of this paper.

2. SOFTWARE PROTOTYPING AND
CONCURRENT PROGRAMMING

Prototyping is used in the early phases
of software development for require-
ments analysis, risk reduction, specifi-
cation validation, and increased user ac-
ceptance of software systems.
Considerable experience with develop-
ing sequential software systems using
prototyping has been made [Gordon and
Bieman 1995]. In particular, when com-
bining prototyping with an evolutionary
software development process, not only
the quality of the product, but also the
development process itself can be im-
proved [Lichter et al. 1994]. Software
prototyping is not only concerned with
the rapid development of user inter-
faces, but also with the functionality of
planned systems (e.g., with developing
algorithms).

2.1 Software Prototyping

Prototyping refers to the phase in the
process of developing software in which
a model is constructed that has the es-
sential properties of the final product,
and which is taken into account when
properties have to be checked, and when
the further steps in the development
process have to be determined. We de-
fine software prototypes as follows
(based on Bischofberger and Pomberger
[1992]; Connell and Shafer [1994]; and
Pomberger and Blaschek [1996]).

Definition: A software prototype is an
executable model of a proposed system.
It must be producible with significantly
less effort than the planned product and
it must be readily modifiable and exten-

sible. The prototype need not have all
the features of the target system, yet it
must enable testing of important sys-
tem features before the actual imple-
mentation.

Prototyping encompasses the activi-
ties necessary to make such prototypes
available. The essential prototyping ac-
tivities are

(1) programming,

(2) evaluation, and

(3) transformation of prototypes into ef-
ficient implementations.

Software prototypes are used some-
what differently from hardware proto-
types. For the most part, hardware pro-
totypes are used to measure and
evaluate aspects of proposed designs
that are difficult to determine analyti-
cally. For example, simulation is widely
used to estimate throughput and device
utilization in proposed hardware archi-
tectures. Although software prototypes
can be used likewise to determine time
and memory requirements, they usually
focus on evaluating the accuracy of
problem formulations, exploring the
range of possible solutions, and deter-
mine the required interactions between
the proposed system and its environ-
ment. The nature of a software proto-
type is also different from, for example,
an architectural model: a software pro-
totype actually demonstrates features of
the target system in practical use, and
is not merely a simulation of them. We
will use the term prototyping as a syn-
onym for software prototyping in the
remainder of this paper.

The idea of prototyping is being
adopted in software engineering for dif-
ferent purposes: prototypes are used ex-
ploratively to arrive at a feasible speci-
fication, experimentally to check
different approaches, and evolutionarily
to build a system incrementally [Floyd
1984]. The order of development steps
in the traditional life cycle model is
mapped here into successive develop-
ment cycles. Note that a prototype is a
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model, and that this model taken as a
program has to be executable so that at
least part of the functionality of the
desired end product may be demon-
strated on a computer. Prototyping has
been developed as an answer to some of
the deficiencies in the traditional life
cycle model, i.e., the waterfall model,
where each phase is completed before
the next phase is started [Ghezzi et al.
1991]; but should not be considered as
an alternative to this model. It is rather
optimally useful when it complements
this traditional model. It is plausible
that prototyping may be used during
the early phases of software develop-
ment.

The term Rapid Application Develop-
ment (RAD) [Martin 1991; Card 1995]
was coined to cover the involvement of
the end-users in the development pro-
cess. Prototyping is used in this context
to help the end-users visualize adjust-
ments to the system. Scripting lan-
guages [Ousterhout 1998] such as Perl,
TCL, and Python are often used for
rapid application development. These
languages lack many of the features
necessary to build big, modular, effi-
cient, product-quality software systems.
Their syntax and semantics are tuned
to be efficient for small systems. They
provide general purpose data structures
like strings, lists and dictionaries and
come with libraries for specific purposes
such as the construction of graphical
user interfaces. They are often embed-
ded into systems to make it possible to
glue components together in a flexible
way to allow prototyping.

2.2 Prototyping Concurrent Applications

Traditionally, the emphasis of software
prototyping is on the rapid construction
of user interfaces [Isensee et al. 1995].
Conversely, prototyping concurrent ap-
plications emphasizes on the functional-
ity of planned systems (particularly, de-
veloping concurrent algorithms).

Combining concurrent programming
with prototyping intends to alleviate
concurrent programming on the basis of

enabling the programmer to practically
experiment with ideas for concurrent
applications on a high level neglecting
low-level considerations of specific par-
allel and distributed architectures in
the beginning of program development.
Prototyping concurrent applications in-
tends to bridge the gap between concep-
tual design of concurrent applications
and practical implementation on spe-
cific parallel and distributed systems.

To be useful, prototypes must be built
rapidly, and designed in such a way
that they can be modified rapidly.
Therefore, prototypes should be built
with powerful languages and systems to
make them rapidly available. Conse-
quently, a prototype is usually not a
very efficient program since the lan-
guage should offer constructs which are
semantically on a very high level, and
the runtime system has a heavy burden
for executing these highly expressive
constructs. The primary goal of parallel
programming mentioned above —that of
decreasing the execution time for an
application program—is not the first
goal for prototyping concurrent applica-
tions. The first goal is to experiment
with ideas for concurrent applications
before mapping programs to specific
parallel or distributed architectures to
achieve high speedups.

The criteria for including program-
ming languages and systems into this
survey is the support for constructing
executable models of a proposed concur-
rent system with significantly less effort
than the planned product (see also the
definition of software prototypes in Sec-
tion 2.1). Included in this survey are
high-level linguistic approaches for pro-
totyping concurrent applications and
graphical representations of concur-
rency which allow prototyping through
animation, simulation and code genera-
tion. These graphical programming sys-
tems are not designed for prototyping
user interfaces; instead they visualize
the computation within concurrent sys-
tems. An essential feature of prototypes
is executability.

A specific requirement for prototyping
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concurrent systems is the integration of
different techniques such as the follow-
ing:

—evaluation of performance, e.g.,
through performance visualization;

—simulation of real-time properties;

—evaluation of fault-tolerance issues;
and

—transformation of prototypes into effi-
cient implementations.

The surveyed approaches are classified
with respect to these issues. The inte-
gration of these features with more tra-
ditional techniques such as prototyping
of user interfaces and interactive debug-
ging could form a powerful means for
developing concurrent applications.

Performance evaluation of specific
embedded parallel hardware systems
with concrete real-time requirements is
not covered by this survey. We restrict
ourselves to software and refer the in-
terested reader to Jelly and Gray [1992]
for the discussion of performance evalu-
ation approaches to prototyping parallel
hardware systems. However, several ap-
proaches which are surveyed in this pa-
per are used for prototyping concrete
real-time systems on a software basis.

3. LANGUAGES AND SYSTEMS

There exist many approaches to concur-
rent programming. The traditional
model of message passing is that of a
group of sequential processes running
in parallel and communicating through
passing messages. This model directly
reflects the distributed memory archi-
tecture, consisting of processors con-
nected through a communication net-
work. Many variations of message
passing have been proposed. With asyn-
chronous message passing, the sender
continues immediately after sending the
message. With synchronous message
passing, the sender must wait until the
receiver accepts the message. Remote
procedure call and rendezvous are two-
way interactions between two processes.

Broadcast and multicast are interac-
tions between one sender and many re-
ceivers. Languages based on the mes-
sage passing model include occam, Ada,
SR, and many others. As these lan-
guages with their variations of message
passing have been studied extensively
in the literature, we refer to Bal et al.
[1989] for an overview, and do not dis-
cuss them in detail here.

For some applications, the basic
model of message passing may be the
optimal solution. This is, for example,
the case for an electronic mail system.
For other applications, however, this
basic model may be too low-level and
inflexible: “In fact, even though PVM
and the MPI [Dongarra et al. 1996] are
de facto standards in parallel program-
ming, their related programming style
looks in many respects like assembler-
level programming of sequential com-
puters.”[Talia 1997]. In particular, the
lack of a global name space forces algo-
rithms to be specified at a relatively low
level, since it is complicated to simulate
shared memory [Bal 1990]. This greatly
increases the complexity of programs,
and also restricts algorithm design
choices, inhibiting experimentation with
alternate algorithm choices or problem
decompositions. Therefore, several alter-
native models have been designed for par-
allel programming, which provide higher-
level abstractions. These languages
emphasize some kind of shared data.

Processes that are collaborating on a
problem will ordinarily need to share
data, but in the message-passing model
data structures are sealed within pro-
cesses, and so processes cannot access
the others’ data directly. Instead they
exchange messages. This scheme adds
complexity to the program as a whole: it
means that each process must know
how to generate messages and where to
send them. Refer to Bal [1990] for an
extensive discussion of the shortcom-
ings of the message-passing model. To
quote from Agha [1996]: “Programming
using only message passing is some-
what like programming in assembler:
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sending a message is not only a jump, it
is a concurrent one.”

In contrast to the message-passing
model, the shared-memory model allows
application programs to use shared
memory as they use normal local mem-
ory. The primary advantage of shared
memory over message passing is the
simpler abstraction provided to the ap-
plication programmer, an abstraction
the programmer already understands
well.

Because of the problems with low-
level programming models for message
passing, many models which emphasize
some kind of shared data have been
developed that intend to deliver a
higher level of abstraction to alleviate
concurrent programming. These high-
level programming models appear to be
good candidates for prototyping concur-
rent applications.

The traditional method for communi-
cation and synchronization with shared
data is through shared variables. The
use of shared variables for coordination
of concurrent processes with, e.g., sema-
phores or critical regions has been stud-
ied extensively [Andrews 1991]. How-

ever, we regard shared variables as a
low-level medium for coordination, be-
cause the synchronization, which is nec-
essary to prevent multiple processes
from simultaneously changing the same
variable (avoiding lost updates), is diffi-
cult. Several other coordination models
based on shared data exist which are
better suited for concurrent program-
ming, and consequently proposed for
prototyping concurrent applications.

Our survey of approaches to high-
level programming and prototyping of
concurrent applications starts with do-
main-specific libraries (Section 3.1);
continues with set-oriented data paral-
lelism (Section 3.2); coordination lan-
guages (Section 3.3); concurrent func-
tional languages (Section 3.4); concurrent
object-based languages (Section 3.5);
and graphical programming systems
(Section 3.6). Figure 1 classifies the ap-
proaches surveyed in the paper into a
simple taxonomy.

As logic programming languages (of
which PROLOG [Clocksin and Mellish
1987] is best known) have been used for
prototyping sequential systems [Budde
et al. 1984], concurrent logic languages
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Figure 1. A taxonomy for the approaches surveyed.
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[Ciancarini 1992; de Kergommenaux
and Codognet 1994; Shapiro 1989] seem
to be good candidates for prototyping
concurrent applications. For instance,
Strand [Foster and Taylor 1989] is a
commercial system based on committed
choice logic which comprises a lan-
guage, a development environment, and
concurrent programming libraries to
support prototyping of parallel algo-
rithms. However, we know only one
published approach on using PROLOG
for simulation and prototyping of Es-
telle protocol specifications in the Véda
system [Jard et al. 1988]; thus, concur-
rent logic languages are not included in
this survey.

A fundamentally different approach
to parallel processing does not propose
new software models, but relies on the
automatic generation of parallel ver-
sions from ordinary sequential pro-
grams [Banerjee et al. 1993]. A parallel-
izing compiler finds the parallelism
hidden in a sequential program by ana-
lyzing its structure for operations that
in fact can be done simultaneously, even
though the program specifies they be
done one by one. It then generates code
that reflects the implicit concurrency it
has found. Automatic parallelization
can discover the concurrency latent in
an existing algorithm on the basis of the
program’s expected behavior, but it can-
not invent new concurrent algorithms.
Programmers who can express and pro-
totype their ideas in a concurrent way
sometimes invent entirely new ways of
solving problems. In order to embody
their inventions in working programs,
they need languages that allow concur-
rency to be expressed explicitly. There-
fore, approaches to automatic parallel-
ization are not included in this survey of
prototyping approaches.

3.1 Domain-Specific Libraries

Idea. Mechanisms for concurrent
programming are often provided to the
programmer through libraries of func-
tions on an operating-system level. As
the use of many of these libraries is

very complicated, it has been proposed
to use some kind of higher-level, do-
main-specific libraries for prototyping
concurrent applications. These domain-
specific libraries intend to provide sim-
ple interfaces and more flexibility than
the lower-level libraries do, while relin-
quishing efficiency to some extent.

Such libraries only support unstruc-
tured programming since there exists
no compiler support for checking the
proper use of the libraries. It could be
argued that these approaches are not
really high-level approaches, but they
are included in this survey because
some are explicitly designed for proto-
typing concurrent applications.

An example. URPC is a toolkit for
prototyping remote procedure call
(RPC) systems [Huang and Ravishan-
kar 1996]. URPC is an acronym for Us-
er-level RPC. It allows programmers to
provide high-level implementations of
special-purpose RPC semantics and to
customize supporting RPC services. The
toolkit consists of a runtime library of
RPC functions accompanied by a stub
generator for RPC interface specifica-
tions and a name server. The name
server maintains the mappings between
logical names and physical addresses of
processes. The library provides point-to-
point RPC communication among these
processes. As an example, we present
the URPC implementation of a multi-
cast RPC (one-to-many communication)
from Huang and Ravishankar [1996].
First, the RPC interface specification
contains some global definitions:

[
aptitle 5 mdisp;
server_pm 5 mdisp_sv_pm;
client_pm 5 mdisp_cl_pm;
transport 5 INET_TCP

]

These global definitions define the ap-
plication title (aptitle ), the names for
client and server functions, and the
transport-layer protocol used. The fol-
lowing type definitions specify types
that are used for specifying the RPC
interfaces:
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typedef int error_st;
typedef char string_t[1024];

Then, the RPC interface for multicast
RPC is defined as follows:

[cl] error_st mdisp
([in] int *handleP,
[in] string_t msg)

The handles representing the ad-
dresses of servers are organized into the
array pointer *handleP , which will be
looked up in the client code when a
multicast RPC is performed. The string
msg contains the message to be sent by
the client to the servers.

The stub generator of the toolkit gen-
erates stubs (headers for C functions)
for ‘protocol machines’ from the RPC
interface specification. These protocol
machines are C functions. The protocol
machine for the multicast client is dis-
played in Figure 2. The used library
function urpc_set_send_msg puts a
message into the send queue and the
library function urpc_send sends a
message to the given address. The
header for the function mdisp_ cl_ pm
is generated from the above specifica-
tions by the stub generator.

The use of these library functions to-
gether with the stub generation from
RPC interface specifications and with
the name server allows to experiment
with new RPC systems meeting differ-
ent application requirements. Note that
the stub generator cannot check the

proper use of the libraries. It provides
appropriate headers for user-defined C
functions on the client and server sides.
The URPC library functions are then
called by these user-defined C func-
tions.

Some of the features offered by the
URPC toolkit are also provided by typi-
cal CORBA implementations (stub gen-
eration from interface specifications,
name services) [Mowbray and Zahavi
1995]. However, URPC is a domain-spe-
cific toolkit designed for prototyping
new RPC systems, whereas CORBA is
intended as a general-purpose platform
for distributed applications.

Some sample systems. In addition
to URPC, there exist some other ap-
proaches to prototyping with domain-
specific libraries:

—StarLite [Son and Kim 1989] provides
a library of functions for prototyping
transaction processing mechanisms
for distributed database systems.

—Zhou [1994] proposes prototyping of
distributed information systems based
on some remote procedure call (RPC)
functionality.

—The high-level library VAN (Virtual
Agent Network) for prototyping com-
putational agents in a distributed en-
vironment is presented in French and
Viles [1992].

Figure 2. The protocol machine for the multicast client in URPC.
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—IPC_FBase [Cao et al. 1993] is a li-
brary which supports prototyping on
Transputer networks. The Transputer
is a processor providing four serial
links, which may be connected to
other Transputers. Transputer pro-
cessors are usually configured into a
two-dimensional grid. To alleviate
programming of such systems, the
library IPC_FBase supports high-
level functions for routing and dy-
namic reconfiguration to allow early
prototyping and performance evalua-
tion of different parallel algorithms
on Transputer networks.

—Polylith [Purtilo et al. 1988; Purtilo
and Jalote 1991] is a module library
for prototyping distributed applica-
tions, that supports different commu-
nication primitives with specified de-
lays, and provides primitives to aid
debugging and evaluation. The envi-
ronment also supports heterogeneous
computation in which processes can
execute on different hardware and
different source languages can be
used for coding different modules.
Polylith provides a software bus very
similar to object request brokers in
CORBA systems [Mowbray and Za-
havi 1995].

The block on domain-specific libraries
in Table I classifies these approaches
with respect to the process of prototyp-
ing concurrent applications. Only a few
issues are addressed in this category,
particularly transformations are not
supported.

3.2 Set-Oriented Data Parallelism

Idea. Data parallelism extends con-
ventional programming languages so
that some operations can be performed
simultaneously on many pieces of data.
For example, all elements in a list or in
an array can be updated at the same
time, or all items in a database are
scanned simultaneously to see if they
match some criterion. For an account of
data-parallel algorithms, refer to Hillis
and Steele [1986]; for data-parallel pro-

gramming, refer to Quinn and Hatcher
[1990]. Data-parallel operations appear
to be done simultaneously on all af-
fected data elements. This kind of paral-
lelism is opposed to control parallelism
that is achieved through multiple
threads of control, operating indepen-
dently.

Data parallelism is a relatively well-
understood form of parallel computation
as it is the simplest of all styles of
concurrent programming, yet develop-
ing simple applications can involve sub-
stantial efforts to express the problem
in low-level data-parallel notations. Ap-
proaches to prototyping data-parallel al-
gorithms usually extend a sequential
prototyping language with some high-
level data-parallel constructs to allow
experimentation with different data and
problem decompositions. In contrast
to most traditional data-parallel ap-
proaches, high-level data-parallel ap-
proaches usually provide some kind of
set-oriented, nested data-parallel con-
structs.

The data-parallel approach lets pro-
grammers replace iteration (repeated
execution of the same set of instructions
with different data) by parallel execu-
tion. It does not address a more general
case, however: performing many inter-
related but different operations at the
same time. This ability is essential in
developing complex concurrent applica-
tion programs. Therefore, the capabili-
ties of the data-parallel approach for
prototyping concurrent applications are
limited.

An example. Let us take a look at a
data-parallel extension of SETL. SETL
is a set-oriented language designed for
prototyping (sequential) algorithms
[Kruchten et al. 1984]. In PSETL [Hum-
mel and Kelly 1993], parallelism is in-
troduced into SETL through the use of
explicit parallel iterators, which are
used in iterator expressions and in loops
over sets and tuples. For instance, the
instructions in the following nested loop
are executed in parallel and not exe-
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cuted in sequential iterations (specified
through par_over):

MySet: 5 {};
for Range par_over {[1..1000],
[3000..5000], [8500..9000]} do

MySet: 5 MySet 1 {f(Index): Index
par_over Range};

end for;

The expression “{f(Index): Index

par_over Range} ” is a nested parallel
loop over the tuple Range. This example
computes the set of all values of some
function f applied to the indexes in the
given ranges.

Data parallelism is usually applied in
scientific, numerical applications, and is
targeted to parallel vector processors
[Quinn and Hatcher 1990]. As a typical

Table I. Classification of the Surveyed Linguistic Approaches with Respect to Various Issues for
Prototyping Concurrent Applications
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example, Figure 3 presents a parallel
PSETL version of matrix multiplication
which is targeted to parallel processors
that have local cache memories, and
that share a memory where the matri-
ces A, B and C are stored. The granu-
latity of parallel work is explicitly spec-
ified through the use of parallel
iteration (par_over ) and sequential it-
eration (over ).

Some sample systems. In addition
to PSETL, there exist some other ap-
proaches to prototyping data-parallel al-
gorithms:

—Parallel ISETL [Jozwiak 1993] is a
variation of ISETL [Dubinsky and Le-
ron 1993] that supports data parallel-
ism. ISETL is an interactive imple-
mentation of SETL.

—Proteus [Mills et al. 1991] is another
variation of ISETL that supports con-
trol and data parallelism for prototyp-
ing concurrent applications. In addi-
tion to the data-parallel constructs,
Proteus supports future synchroniza-
tion (see Section 3.4) and shared vari-
ables for control parallelism.

—NESL [Blelloch 1996] is a data-paral-
lel extension to a set-oriented lan-
guage which emphasizes nested data-
parallel constructs. NESL is somewhat
different as it has an ML-like syntax
with strong typing. It has been de-
signed for teaching and high-level
programming. The NESL compiler is
able to generate efficient code on the

basis of an underlying performance
model [Blelloch et al. 1994].

—The DARP system [Akarsu et al.
1998] integrates an interpreter,
source level debugger, data visualiza-
tion, and data analysis packages for
prototyping of High-Performance For-
tran (HPF) programs. HPF supports
the data-parallel programming para-
digm, but not set-oriented data paral-
lelism. However, it is included here,
because an interesting feature of this
system is that the user can interrupt
execution of the compiled code at any
point and get an interactive access to
the data. For visualizations and de-
bugging, the execution is resumed as
soon as the data transfer is com-
pleted.

The block on set-oriented data parallel-
ism in Table I classifies these ap-
proaches with respect to the process of
prototyping concurrent applications.
Particularly, transformations are sup-
ported in this category. Therefore, one
of these approaches will be presented as
an example in Section 4, where the
transformation of high-level prototypes
into lower-level implementations is dis-
cussed.

3.3 Coordination Languages

Idea. With coordination languages,
programming is split in two separate
activities: a sequential language is used
to build single-threaded computations,

Figure 3. Parallel matrix multiplication in PSETL. The unary operator 1/ sums up the elements in
the tuple.
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whereas a coordination language is
used to coordinate the activity of several
single-threaded computations. A coordi-
nation language provides means for pro-
cess creation and interprocess commu-
nication, which may be combined with
sequential computation languages [Car-
riero and Gelernter 1992]. With coordi-
nation languages, concurrent systems
are described in terms of processes that
comprise a system and the communica-
tion and control interconnections be-
tween these processes. As discussed in
Ciancarini [1996], there is a need for
high-level coordination languages to
simplify the design and implementation
of concurrent applications, because
most software engineers currently de-
velop concurrent applications using low-
level communication primitives.

An example. A coordination lan-
guage should orthogonally combine two
languages: one for coordination (the in-
terprocess actions), and one for (sequen-
tial) computation [Carriero and Gelern-
ter 1992; Ciancarini 1996]. PROSET-
Linda [Hasselbring 1998] combines the
sequential prototyping language PRO-
SET [Doberkat et al. 1992] with the coor-
dination language Linda [Gelernter
1985] to obtain a concurrent program-
ming language as a tool for prototyping
concurrent applications. PROSET is an
acronym for PROTOTYPING WITH SETS.
The procedural, set-oriented language
PROSET is a successor to SETL
[Kruchten et al. 1984] (see also Section
3.2). In PROSET-Linda, the concept for
process creation via Multilisp’s futures
[Halstead 1985] is adapted to set-ori-
ented programming and combined with
Linda’s concept for synchronization and
communication. The parallel processes
in PROSET-Linda are decoupled in time
and space in a simple way: processes do
not have to execute at the same time
and do not need to know each other’s
addresses (this is necessary with syn-
chronous point-to-point message pass-
ing). The shared data pool in the Linda
concept is called tuple space, because its
access unit is the tuple, similar to

tuples in PROSET; thus it is rather natu-
ral to combine both models on this ba-
sis. Reading access to tuples in tuple
space is associative and not based on
physical addresses, but rather on their
expected content described in templates.
This method is similar to the selection
of entries from a data base. PROSET-
Linda supports multiple tuple spaces.
Several library functions are provided
for handling multiple tuple spaces dy-
namically. Three tuple-space operations
are provided. The deposit operation
deposits a tuple into a tuple space:

deposit [ “pi”, 3.14 ] at TS
end deposit;

TS is the tuple space at which the
tuple [ “pi”, 3.14 ] has to be depos-
ited. The fetch operation tries to fetch
and remove a tuple from a tuple space:

fetch (“name”, ? x) at TS
end fetch;

This template only matches tuples
containing two elements and with the
string “name” in the first field. The
optional l-values specified in the for-
mals (the variable x in our example) are
assigned the values of the correspond-
ing tuple fields, provided matching suc-
ceeds. Formals are prefixed by question
marks. The selected tuple is removed
from tuple space. The meet operation is
the same as fetch , but the tuple is not
removed and may be changed. With
meet , in-place updates of specific tuple
components are supported. Tuples
which are met in tuple space can be
regarded as shared objects since they
remain in tuple space irrespective of
changing them or not.

As an example, we present a parallel
master-worker solution to branch-and-
bound search: the traveling salesman
problem in which it is desired to find
the shortest route that visits each of a
given set of cities exactly once. Branch-
and-bound search uses a tree to struc-
ture the search space of possible solu-
tions. The root of the tree is the city in
which the salesman should start. Each
path from the root to a node represents
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a partial tour for the salesman. Leaf
nodes represent either partial tours
without connections to not yet visited
cities or complete tours. Complete tours
visit each city exactly once. In general,
it is not necessary to search the entire
tree: a bounding rule avoids searching
the entire tree. For the traveling sales-
man problem, the bounding rule is sim-
ple. If the length of a partial tour ex-
ceeds the length of an already known
complete tour, the partial tour will
never lead to a solution better than
what is already known. Parallelism in a
branch-and-bound algorithm can be ob-
tained by searching the tree in parallel.

We present below a master-worker
program for this traveling salesman
problem. In a master-worker program,
the task to be solved is partitioned into
independent subtasks. These subtasks
are placed into a tuple space, and each
process in a pool of identical workers
then repeatedly retrieves a subtask de-
scription from the tuple space WORK,
solves it, and puts the solutions into
tuple space RESULT. The master process
then collects the results. An advantage
of this programming approach is easy
load balancing because the number of
workers is variable and may be set to
the number of available processors. Fig-
ure 4 displays the coarse structure of
this master-worker program. Arrows in-
dicate access to the tuple spaces. These

access patterns are only shown for one
of the identical worker processes.

The main program (the master pro-
cess) in Figure 5 stores the cities with
their connections in the global constant
set DistTable . This set is a map that
maps pairs of cities to their distance.
The distances are specified for each di-
rection. The distances between two cit-
ies may be different for different direc-
tions (e.g., for one-way connections).
The set Nodes contains the cities in-
volved. The string Start indicates the
starting point.

The master (the main program in Fig-
ure 5) first deposits the current minimal
distance together with the correspond-
ing route into the tuple space RESULT.
This minimal distance is initially the
sum over all distances in DistTable
(an upper limit), and the corresponding
route is an empty tuple. Then, the mas-
ter deposits the initial routes into tuple
space WORK, and spawns NumWorker
worker processes in active tuples to
compute the search tree in parallel.
This number is an argument to the
main program. These workers execute
in a loop, in which tasks are fetched
from tuple space WORK, and results are
computed and added to tuple space RE-
SULT.

After spawning the workers, the mas-
ter waits until all workers have done
their work, and then the master fetches
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[task]
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Figure 4. The coarse structure of the master-worker program for the traveling salesman problem.
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the optimal distance together with the
corresponding route from tuple space
RESULT. Here, Multilisp’s future con-
cept is applied to synchronize the mas-
ter with the workers: the workers are
spawned with the operator || as compo-
nents of active tuples. Only passive
tuples can match a template; thus, the
master waits for the termination of the
workers, and only then fetches the re-
sults. The workers need not terminate
in a specific order because each one
resolves into the passive tuple [0] in
tuple space RESULT. Tuple spaces are
multisets.

Each worker (Figure 6) first checks
whether there are more task tuples in
tuple space WORK, and terminates when
there is no more work to do. Then each
worker checks whether its partial route
(then stored in MyRoute ) exceeds the
length of an already known complete
route: then the worker discards this
partial route (according to the bounding
rule) and continues to fetch another
task tuple. If the length of the partial
route does not exceed the length of an
already known complete route, the
worker checks whether its partial route
is already a complete route. If the par-

Figure 5. Solution for the traveling salesman problem in PROSET-Linda: main program as master
process. The unary operator domain yields the domain of a map (a set of pairs). Accordingly, range
yields the range of a map. For sets, 1 is the set union. The unary operator 1/ yields the sum over all
elements in a compound data structure (a tuple in our example). The function CreateTS creates a new
tuple space.
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tial route is already a complete route,
the worker changes the minimal route
in tuple space RESULT to the given
route, provided that the given route is
still the shortest one. If the partial
route is not a complete route, the
worker deposits new task tuples into
tuple space WORKfor each route which is
a connection of the given route with a
node that is not in the given route.
There has to be a connection defined in
DistTable between the last node in the
given route and the next node that is
not in the given route to constitute a
new extended route.

For simplicity, we assume that there

exists at least one complete route that
visits each of a given set of cities exactly
once. If such a complete route does not
exist, the program prints a correspond-
ing message. Often it is assumed in
solutions for the traveling salesman
problem that there exists a connection
between each pair of cities. The pre-
sented program does not have this as-
sumption, and also solves problems
where the distances between two cities
may depend on the direction. This pro-
gram provides a very flexible solution to
the traveling salesman problem which
allows easy experimentation with alter-
native program and data structures.

Figure 6. Solution for the traveling salesman problem: procedure for the worker processes. The unary
operator # returns the number of elements in a compound data structure. The binary operator with
adds an element to a compound data structure. The special symbol $ is a place holder for matching
tuples in tuple space.
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Some sample systems. Other ap-
proaches to prototyping concurrent ap-
plications suggest the use of coordina-
tion languages:

—ISETL-Linda [Douglas et al. 1995] is
a control-parallel extensions to ISETL
very similar to PROSET-Linda.

—Durra [Barbacci and Lichota 1991]
provides a configuration language
through which one can specify the
structure of Ada programs in conjunc-
tion with the behavior, timing, and
implementation dependencies. Using
Durra, the application structure and
the resources allocated to the individ-
ual processes are specified indepen-
dently from the coding of the sequen-
tial components. These coordination
specifications may be validated by a
run-time interpreter to allow proto-
typing.

The block on coordination languages in
Table I classifies these approaches with
respect to the process of prototyping
concurrent applications. Only a few is-
sues are addressed in this category. The
emphasis is on programming issues.

3.4 Concurrent Functional Languages

Idea. A functional program com-
prises a set of equations describing
functions and data structures which a
user wishes to compute. The application
of a function to its arguments is the
only control structure in pure functional
languages. Functions are regarded in
the mathematical sense that they do not
allow side effects. As a consequence, a
value of a function is determined solely
by the values of its arguments. No side
effects are allowed. No matter what or-
der of computation is chosen in evaluat-
ing an expression list, the program is
guaranteed to give the same result (as-
suming termination).

Therefore, functional programs are
implicitly parallel. Because they are
free of side effects, each function invoca-
tion can evaluate all of its arguments
and possibly the function body in paral-

lel. The only delay may occur when a
function must wait on a result being
produced by another function.

However, the real problem with effi-
ciency in functional programs is not dis-
covering parallelism but reducing it so
as to keep the overhead on an accept-
able level. Concurrent functional lan-
guages address this problem by allow-
ing the programmer to insert
annotations which specify when to cre-
ate new threads of control. Multilisp
[Halstead 1985] is a typical parallel
functional language, which augments
Scheme with the notion of futures where
the programmer needs no knowledge
about the underlying process model, in-
terprocess communication or synchroni-
zation to express parallelism. She or he
only indicates that she/he does not need
the result of a computation immediately
(but only in the “future”), and the rest is
done by the runtime system. Refer to
Szymanski [1991] for a collection of pa-
pers on several concurrent functional
languages.

Processes sometimes cooperate in a
way that cannot be predicted. It is im-
possible, for instance, to predict from
which terminal of a multi-user comput-
ing system the next request for a partic-
ular service might come. Moreover, the
system behavior necessarily depends on
previous requests. Therefore, pure func-
tional languages are not suitable for
programming cooperating processes:
they are deterministic and they do not
have variables. Processes described as
functions cannot include choices of al-
ternative actions and they cannot re-
member their states from one action to
another. Nondeterminism would de-
stroy referential transparency in func-
tional programming languages. Both
nondeterminism of events and depen-
dence on the process history are strong
arguments for an imperative rather
than applicative programming model for
cooperating processes. This is due to the
determinism and the lack of variables
which make pure functional languages
impractical for programming concurrent
applications. Therefore, approaches to
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prototyping concurrent applications
with functional languages usually sup-
port some kind of state.

An example. In the PSP approach
[Heping and Zedan 1996a; 1996b], a
functional language has been extended
with state variables to allow prototyping
parallel responsive/reactive systems. As
an example, let us consider the simula-
tion of a lift system. The lift system has
to react on external events that may
occur concurrently. The specification of
the state space for the lift system is
displayed in Figure 7. In this example,
position, step, direction, up_buttons,
down_buttons, and panel_buttons are
global state variables. Position denotes
which floor the lift is at during that
time. Up_buttons and down_buttons
record which up- and down-buttons at
different floors have been pushed at a
time point. These variables are sets of
integers, whereby each integer denotes
a floor. The corresponding types are de-
fined before the state variables are de-
clared (see Figure 7). Direction denotes
whether the current direction of the lift
is up. The set panel_buttons records the
states of the buttons on the lift panel.

A PSP function for changing the di-
rection in this lift system is displayed in
Figure 8. The local variables up_request
and down_request indicate whether
there exist up- and down-requests. The
nested conditional expression following
the keyword in determines the new di-
rection (this is the function body). The
auxiliary function Been_served ensures
that the direction is changed only when
the current floor has been served and
the door is closed.

The local variables and the function
body are defined in the style of the
functional language ML [Ullman 1994].
The addition of shared state variables
for parallel functions enables this func-
tional program to remember its current
state. A pure functional program with-
out state variables would not allow such
a program structure.

Some sample systems. Another ap-
proach extends a functional language
with state variables to support proto-
typing:

—PAISLey [Zave and Schell 1986;
Nixon et al. 1994] is a functional pro-
gramming language that combines

Figure 7. The state space of the lift system in PSP.
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asynchronous processes and func-
tional programming to overcome the
problems with pure functional lan-
guages for programming cooperating
processes. Parallelism in PAISLey is
based on a model of event sequences
and used to specify functional and
timing behavioral constraints for
asynchronous parallel processes.
Each process computes some function
of its inputs and runs in parallel with
the other processes. Each computa-
tion is activated by an event. The
process then evaluates the function
and returns the result. This result is
used as the process state. Therefore,
the life of a process is represented by
a series of state changes, each of
which is considered to be the result of
a computation. The connection be-
tween two functions is established via
channel attributes of the function
calls.

However, some pure functional lan-
guages have also been used for proto-
typing:

—The Crystal approach [Chen et al.
1991] starts from pure functional pro-
grams (prototypes) through a se-
quence of transformations to the gen-
eration of efficient target code with
explicit communication and synchro-
nization.

—The functional subset of Standard ML
has been used for prototyping parallel
algorithms for computer vision [Wal-
lace et al. 1992; Michaelson and
Scaife 1995].

The block on functional languages in
Table I classifies these approaches with
respect to the process of prototyping
concurrent applications. Similar to set-
oriented data parallelism, transforma-
tions are supported in this category.
Only a few other issues are addressed in
this category. Again, the emphasis is on
programming issues.

3.5 Concurrent Object-Based Languages

Idea. An approach to imperative
programming which has gained wide-
spread popularity is that of object-ori-
ented programming [Meyer 1997]. In
this approach, an object is used to inte-
grate both data and the means of ma-
nipulating that data. Objects interact
exclusively through message passing by
method invocation and the data con-
tained in an object is visible only within
this object itself. The behavior of an
object is defined by its class, which com-
prises a list of operations that can be
invoked by sending a message to an
object. All objects must belong to a
class. Objects in a class have the same

Figure 8. A PSP function for changing the direction in the lift system.
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properties and can be manipulated us-
ing similar operations. The definition of
an object class can act as a template for
creating instances of the class. Each
instance has a unique identity, but has
the same set of data properties and the
same set of operations which can be
applied to it.

Inheritance allows a class to be de-
fined as an extension of another (previ-
ously defined) class. Typically when a
new class is created, a place for it is
defined within the class hierarchy. The
effect of this is that the new class inher-
its the state attributes and operations of
its superclass in the hierarchy. Objects
may inherit features from more than
one class in some approaches (multiple
inheritance).

There are several possibilities for the
introduction of concurrency into object-
oriented languages, viz.:

—Objects are active without having re-
ceived a message.

—Objects continue to execute after re-
turning results.

—Messages are sent to several objects
at the same time.

—Senders proceed in parallel with re-
ceivers.

These possibilities can be realized by
associating a process with each object.
Just as a parallel-processing environ-
ment implies multiple processes, a con-
current object-oriented system spawns
multiple active objects, each of which
can start a thread of execution. Objects
are usually addressed by an object refer-
ence (returned upon creation of the ob-
ject), or by a global object name.

Concurrent object-oriented languages
use three types of communication: syn-
chronous, asynchronous, and eager in-
vocation. Synchronous communication
uses remote procedure calls. It is easiest
to implement, but sometimes inefficient
because of the necessity for both the
sender and receiver to rendezvous.
Asynchronous communication elimi-
nates the wait for synchronization, and

can increase parallel activity. Eager in-
vocation, or the futures method, is a
variation of asynchronous communica-
tion (see also our discussion of futures
in Multilisp in Section 3.4). As in asyn-
chronous operation, the sender contin-
ues executing, but a future variable
holds a place for the result. The sender
executes until it tries to access the fu-
ture variable. When the result has been
returned, the sender continues; if not, it
blocks and waits for the result.

Probably the most difficult aspect of
integrating parallelism into object-ori-
ented languages is that inheritance
greatly complicates synchronization.
When a subclass inherits from a base
class, programs must sometimes rede-
fine the synchronization constraints of
the inherited method. If a single cen-
tralized class explicitly controls mes-
sage reception, all subclasses must re-
write this part each time a new
operation is added to the class. The
subclass cannot simply inherit the syn-
chronization code, because the higher-
level class cannot invoke the new opera-
tion of the subclass. The concurrent
object-oriented languages resolve these
synchronization problems in different
ways as discussed in Agha [1990]. Mat-
suoka and Yonezawa [1993] provide a
detailed discussion of this so-called in-
heritance anomaly in concurrent object-
oriented languages, where re-defini-
tions of inherited methods are
necessary in order to maintain the in-
tegrity of parallel executing objects. In-
heritance anomaly represents the situa-
tion where the synchronization on a
parent class needs to be changed as a
result of the extension on that class via
inheritance [Mitchell and Wellings
1996]. This anomaly could eliminate the
benefits of inheritance. Meyer intro-
duces the subject with the warning:

“Judging by the looks of the two par-
ties, the marriage between concurrent
computation and object-oriented pro-
gramming—a union much desired by
practitioners in such fields as telecom-
munications, high performance comput-
ing, banking and operating systems—
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appears easy enough to arrange. This
appearance, however, is deceptive: the
problem is a hard one.” [Meyer 1993].

Due to the problems for synchroniza-
tion which are caused by inheritance,
concurrent object-based systems have
been suggested for prototyping concur-
rent applications. Object-based lan-
guages do not support inheritance. The
Actor model is a classical example for
an object-based model [Agha 1986;
1996]. Actors extend the concept of ob-
jects to concurrent computation: Each
actor potentially executes in parallel
with other actors and may send asyn-
chronous messages to actors of which it
knows the addresses.

To our knowledge, there exists no
published approach to prototyping con-
current applications with concurrent ob-
ject-oriented languages (i.e., supporting
concurrency and inheritance), in spite
of the fact that object-oriented lan-
guages (in particular Smalltalk) appear
to be good candidates for prototyping
sequential systems [Barry 1989; Budde
et al. 1992; Bischofberger and Pomberger
1992]. This survey covers only concur-
rent object-based languages.

An example. The ActorSpace model
[Callsen and Agha 1994] extends the
Actor model’s point-to-point, asynchro-
nous communication with decoupled,
pattern-directed communication. Ac-
torSpace supports open interfaces in so-
called actorspaces which act as contexts
for matching patterns. Actorspaces are
somewhat similar to Linda’s tuple
spaces (Section 3.3), as the pattern-di-
rected communication approach is
based on the associative access in the
Linda model. An important difference is
that the patterns are not associated
with messages (tuples), but with the
message’s recipients (destination pat-
terns). Actorspaces may be nested. Pat-
terns are matched against listed at-
tributes of actors and actorspaces that
are visible in an actorspace. Both visi-
bility and attributes may change dy-
namically. Messages may be sent to one
or all members of a group defined by a

pattern (multicasting). An important
goal is to provide a more efficient and
secure communication compared to the
basic Linda model. Security is provided
through capabilities that are bound to
actors and actorspaces on their creation.
Only the holder of the capability for an
actor or actorspace can change its visi-
bility, which is required to enable pat-
tern matching.

The ActorSpace model provides two
kinds of handles to access an actor: the
usual actor mail address and the at-
tributes for an actor that are visible for
matching in some actorspace. The oper-
ation ‘send (pattern, message) ’
sends the message to a single actor
which is nondeterministically chosen
out of the group of matching receivers.
The operation “broadcast (pattern,
message) ” sends the message to all ac-
tors, whose attributes match the pat-
tern.

As an example, we present a simple
model of a car manufacturer adopted
from Callsen and Agha [1994]. It is as-
sumed that the individual components
of a car are manufactured by subcon-
tractors. The contractor assembles the
pieces and delivers the car to the cus-
tomers. There may be several subcon-
tractors that are able to supply the
same components. Figure 9 illustrates
the system architecture. Actors are dis-
played as circles and the actorspaces
that contain the actors are displayed as
rectangles. Customers order cars. Then,
the main contractor orders the compo-
nents from the subcontractors. One of
the subcontractors in a category (e.g.,
wheel manufacturers) delivers the re-
quested components to the main con-
tractor, who delivers the assembled car
to the customer.

The main contractor’s method for as-
sembling a car is shown in Figure 10.
The syntax is based on C11. The pat-
tern ‘wheel_space: ’ in the first send
operation identifies the matching sub-
contractors for wheels whose methods
make_wheel are called on receipt (see
Figure 11). The parameter self identi-
fies the main contractor within its
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method make_car . Note that the main
contractor does not need to know the
address of the actual subcontractor that
serves the request, it only specifies the
appropriate pattern for wheel manufac-
turers. The wheel manufacturer’s
method for making and supplying a
wheel is displayed in Figure 11.

In addition, the contractor sometimes
broadcasts advertisements to the cus-
tomers (Figure 9). To summarize: the
ActorSpace model allows a very flexible
object-based system architecture by
means of grouping actors in actorspaces
and its pattern-directed communication.

Some sample systems. Some other
concurrent object-based systems have
been suggested for prototyping parallel
algorithms:

—RAPIDE [Luckham et al. 1993] is a
concurrent object-based language spe-
cifically designed for prototyping par-
allel systems that combines the par-
tially ordered event set (poset)
computation model with an object-ori-
ented type system for the sequential
components.

—PDC [Weinreich and Ploesch 1995] is
a concurrent object-based system that
extends C11 to use operating system
processes as active objects. The com-
munication between active objects is
handled by executing so-called remote
method calls which may be synchro-
nous or asynchronous. It is not al-

lowed to modify or redefine remote
methods through inheritance to avoid
the problems with the inheritance
anomaly. Each active object is a se-
quential process implemented in
C11. The prototyping idea here is to
provide simple mechanisms for com-
munication between active objects.
PDC is accompanied by the graphical
tool ProcessBuild, which offers a
graphical representation for configur-
ing the active objects (see also Section
3.6).

—The CODB (Common Object Data-
Base) approach for prototyping dis-
tributed virtual environments is
based on containerization of data ob-
jects [Stytz et al. 1997].

—The PROTOB [Baldassari et al. 1991]
approach considers nodes in PROT
nets [Bruno and Marchetto 1986] to
be communicating objects (see also
Section 3.6). Inheritance is not sup-
ported by PROTOB.

—The parallel constructs of Composi-
tional C11 (CC11) [Chandy and
Kesselman 1993] are based on the
ideas of committed choice logic, while
using C11 for the sequential portions
of the code. CC11 uses pure single
assignment variables and not logical
variables as found in other concurrent
logic languages. CC11 is explicitly
designed for rapid prototyping of con-
current applications.

Contractor

Customers

order w
heels

deliver car

order car

Subcontractors for seats

Subcontractors for wheels
wheel_space

seat_space

. 
. 
.

deliver wheels

order seatsdeliver seats
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Figure 9. The system architecture for the car manufacturing example in ActorSpace.
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This is not an exhaustive list of concur-
rent object-based languages. Other ex-
amples are the ABCL [Yonezawa 1990]
series of languages and HAL [Houck
and Agha 1992], which could be used for
prototyping concurrent applications.
Agha et al. [1993] provide a collection of
papers on various concurrent object-ori-
ented approaches, and Wyatt et al.
[1992] provide a survey of concurrent
object-oriented languages. The block on
object-based languages in Table I classi-
fies these approaches with respect to
the process of prototyping concurrent
applications.

3.6 Graphical Programming Systems

Idea. Graphical representations of
parallel programs are annotated
graphs: data flow graphs, control flow
graphs, etc. In particular for message-

passing programs, such multidimen-
sional representations appear to be a
good way to get over the complex archi-
tecture of concurrent applications. The
animation and simulation features, as
well as the code generation from the
graphical representations may be used
to prototype some aspects of concurrent
applications. Petri-Nets [Reisig 1985],
state-transition diagrams like Stat-
echarts [Harel 1987] and data-flow dia-
grams [DeMarco 1978] are often used to
build prototypes for message-passing
programs since they can be regarded as
graphical representations of message-
passing programs. A variety of these
and other graphical representations are
suggested for prototyping concurrent
applications.

An example. Enterprise [Schaeffer
et al. 1993; Schaeffer and Szafron 1996]

Figure 10. The main contractor’s method for assembling a car.

Figure 11. The wheel manufacturer’s method for making a wheel.
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is a programming environment for de-
veloping concurrent programs. With En-
terprise, the parallelism is expressed
graphically independent of the sequen-
tial code. The system automatically in-
serts the code necessary to correctly
handle communication and synchroni-
zation to allow the rapid construction of
concurrent programs.

Using the business analogy, concur-
rent structures are called assets for
which specific icons are available in the
graphical user interface. The supported
assets are:

—Enterprise: it represents the complete
concurrent program.

—Department: it represents a sequen-
tial master process in traditional par-
allel terminology.

—Individual: it represents a sequential
worker process in traditional parallel
terminology.

—Line: it represents a pipeline which
may contain a fixed number of heter-
ogeneous assets in a specified order.

—Division: it represents a divide-and-
conquer computation that contains a
hierarchical collection of individual
assets among which the work is dis-
tributed.

—Service: it represents a monitor in
traditional parallel terminology.

Figure 12 displays a snapshot while ex-
ecuting a concurrent master-worker
program with Enterprise. The upper
right window displays the master (De-
partment) and two worker processes us-
ing the icons for departments and indi-
viduals. The double-line rectangle in the
upper left window represents the enter-
prise, which is the entire program. Each
icon represents the state of a concurrent
process. Message queues are displayed
as connecting lines between the process
icons. The construction of such graphi-
cal models is very similar to drawing
graphics with standard tools such as
xfig or Powerpoint. The lower text win-
dow shows the sequential code for the

master process and the window on the
right displays some run-time informa-
tion.

With Enterprise, the user begins by
representing a program as a single en-
terprise asset containing a single indi-
vidual (the main process). The user
specifies the desired concurrent pro-
gramming technique by manipulating
icons using the graphical user interface.
The user interface is implemented in
Smalltalk and allows program anima-
tion for prototyping [Lobe et al. 1993].
Figure 13 displays a snapshot while an-
imating and replaying a concurrent pro-
gram with Enterprise. Replaying a con-
current program helps to reproduce
nondeterministic errors.

Some basic operations are used to
build a concurrent program: addition,
duplication, exchange, and expansion of
assets. Compared to Figure 12, the
Cube and Square assets (individuals)
are duplicated in Figure 13 to increase
parallelism. Program animation is used
to monitor and to identify weak points
in the implemented parallel algorithms.
The system assumes that the displayed
events are partially ordered. It is possi-
ble to monitor the concurrent program
while it is running or to replay the
events.

Szafron and Schaeffer [1996] provide
an experimental comparison of concur-
rent programming with the Enterprise
system and with message-passing li-
braries based on the experience in a
graduate parallel and distributed com-
puting course. This comparison sup-
ported the claim that higher-level tools
can be more usable than low-level mes-
sage-passing libraries. Enterprise users
ended up writing 66% less code than did
message-passing users. Some message-
passing users had problems with pro-
gram correctness; some Enterprise us-
ers had problems with performance.
These results indicate that the Enter-
prise tool can be very useful for proto-
typing, because performance issues
should only be addressed once correct-
ness has been established.

Each of the Enterprise assets can be
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regarded as a template, or algorithmic
skeleton [Cole 1989], for parallelizing
pieces of sequential source code. The
example code in the lower text window
in Figure 12 is sequential code. The
parallelism is specified graphically. En-
terprise supports coarse-grained concur-
rent programs which make use of a
small number of regular techniques,
such as pipelines, master/slave pro-
cesses, and divide-and-conquer. Enter-
prise does not directly support arbi-
trarily structured concurrent programs,
but for many applications it relieves
users from the tedious details of distrib-
uted communication to let them concen-
trate on algorithm development. An im-
portant goal in the Enterprise approach
is the separation of sequential code from
the concurrent constructs. This separa-
tion of concerns is a common goal in

many graphical approaches to high-
level concurrent programming and pro-
totyping.

Some sample systems. Petri-Nets,
state-transition diagrams, data-flow di-
agrams and some own notations are
suggested for prototyping concurrent
applications:

(1) Petri-nets are a popular formalism
for designing and analyzing concur-
rent algorithms. Their simulation
and animation can be used for pro-
totyping concurrent applications:
—In Breant [1991], it is proposed to

use Petri-net prototypes for devel-
oping occam programs. Petri-nets
are used to validate and evaluate
a model before its implementa-
tion.

Figure 12. Executing a concurrent program with Enterprise.
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While providing a valuable formal-
ism with which to describe and ana-
lyze concurrent systems, plain
Petri-Nets cannot help with system
decomposition and structuring for
large, complex systems. Several ex-
tensions of place-transition nets are
proposed for prototyping concurrent
applications:
—Communicating Petri-nets

(CmPNs) [Bucci and Vicario 1992]
have been proposed for prototyp-
ing distributed systems. With
CmPNs, subsystems are modeled
as Petri-nets. Connection dia-
grams model the global system
structure. A tool supports anima-
tion and code generation for proto-
typing.

—The specification formalism Con-
current Object Oriented Petri
Nets (CO-OPNs) [Buchs et al.
1992] combines algebraic specifi-

cations with Petri-nets. The speci-
fication is prototyped using a
translation of the specification
into PROLOG.

—The language SEGRAS [Krämer
1991] is based on an integration of
algebraic specifications and high-
level Petri-nets. Data objects are
specified as abstract data types,
while dynamic behavior is speci-
fied graphically by means of high-
level Petri-nets. A subset of the
language is executable to support
prototyping. Execution is based on
term rewriting and Petri-net sim-
ulation.

—The G-Net [Deng et al. 1993] for-
malism extends Petri-nets with
modules to allow prototyping of
complex information systems.

—PROT net [Bruno and Marchetto
1986] is a high-level Petri-net for-
malism for prototyping concurrent

Figure 13. Animation and replay of a concurrent program with Enterprise.
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systems. With PROT nets, tokens
represent processes.

—Generalized Stochastic Petri-nets
(GSPNs) [Donatelli et al. 1994]
are proposed for prototyping func-
tionality and performance of con-
current algorithms.

—The PARSE [Gorton et al. 1995]
process graph notation allows de-
scription a parallel system in
terms of a hierarchy of interacting
components. These components
are either passive function or data
servers, or active control pro-
cesses. Processes interact by mes-
sage passing on designated com-
munication paths. Within the
PARSE project, the integration of
behavioral analysis techniques in-
volving Petri-Nets for design vali-
dation has been explored through
(manual) translation of process
graphs into Petri-Nets to offer a
path to formal verification [Gor-
ton et al. 1995]. Alternative archi-
tectural approaches can be de-
rived and expressed in the PARSE
process graph notation, and per-
formance prototyping and formal
validation tools allow various as-
pects of the proposed solution to
be rapidly explored [Hu and Gor-
ton 1997].

(2) Animation and simulation of state-
transition diagrams may be used for
prototyping concurrent applications:
—The AutoFocus tool [Huber and

Schätz 1997; Huber et al. 1998]
combines state-transition dia-
grams with system-structure and
event-trace diagrams. Prototyping
is supported through generation
of Java code from the graphical
specification.

—Communicating Real-time State
Machines (CRSMs) [Raju and
Shaw 1994] are proposed for pro-
totyping real-time systems. Indi-
vidual CRSMs are similar to Stat-
echarts [Harel 1987].

—For prototyping protocols, it has
been proposed to translate LO-

TOS specifications into a set of
Extended Finite State Machines
(EFSMs) [Valenzano et al. 1993].

(3) Data-flow diagrams are a popular
formalism in software engineering
[Ghezzi et al. 1991]. They are pro-
posed for prototyping concurrent ap-
plications, as well:
—Extended data-flow diagrams

(EDFGs) [Levy et al. 1990] are
proposed to support prototyping of
distributed systems with an em-
phasis on client-server applica-
tions. With EDFGs, a concurrent
system is described as a set of
communicating graphs, where
each graph is either a server or a
client.

—Formal data-flow diagrams (FD-
FDs) [Fuggetta et al. 1993] with
precise semantics for synchroniza-
tion in combination with E/R-dia-
grams are proposed for prototyp-
ing concurrent systems. Execution
of FDFDs is based on their formal
semantics.

—Data-flow diagrams are specified
in Jones et al. [1990] with IDE’s
Software Through Pictures tool
(StP) to develop occam programs.
The occam code is generated from
StP’s internal data dictionary to
provide a first executable program
for prototyping.

—The Prototype System Description
Language PSDL [Luqi et al. 1988]
uses data-flow diagrams with as-
sociated timing and control con-
straints to compose reusable com-
ponents from a software library
for prototyping real-time systems.
The retrieval of reusable compo-
nents is based on a term rewriting
system. The components are im-
plemented with Ada.

(4) Similar to Enterprise, many sys-
tems for prototyping concurrent ap-
plications use their own notation.
Examples are EDPEPPS [Delaitre
et al. 1997], JADE [Unger 1988],
MCSE [Calvez et al. 1994], Process-
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Build [Weinreich and Ploesch 1995],
REALMoD [Suarez et al. 1998], and
Transim/Gecko [Hart and Flavell
1990] which are tools that support
several graphical representations
for prototyping through simulation
and animation of concurrent sys-
tems. These graphs represent data
and control flow in various ways.

Table II classifies the graphical ap-
proaches with respect to the process of
prototyping concurrent applications.

Only approaches that are based on for-
mal notations such as Petri-Nets and
state-transition diagrams support
transformations.

4. TRANSFORMING PROTOTYPES INTO
EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATIONS

Idea. A Prototype may be classified
as throwaway, experimental or evolu-
tionary [Floyd 1984]. A throwaway pro-
totype describes a product designed to

Table II. Classification of the Surveyed Graphical Approaches, with Respect to Various Issues for
Prototyping Concurrent Applications
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be used only to help identify require-
ments for a new system. Experimental
prototyping focuses on the technical im-
plementation of a development goal. In
evolutionary prototyping, a series of
prototypes is produced that converges to
an acceptable behavior, according to the
feedback from prototype evaluations.
Once the series has converged, the re-
sult may be turned into a software prod-
uct by transformations [Partsch 1990].
Evolutionary prototyping is a continu-
ous process for adapting the model of an
application system to changing organi-
zational constraints.

This raises issues of software engi-
neering: once we are satisfied with the
prototype, how do we transform it sys-
tematically into a production efficient
program? Such transformations are
usually accomplished manually or semi-
automatically with some kind of tool
support.

An example. Proteus [Mills et al.
1991] is a set-oriented data-parallel lan-
guage designed for prototyping concur-
rent applications (see Section 3.2). The
semiautomatic refinement system for
the Proteus language is based on alge-
braic specification techniques and cate-
gory theory to transform prototypes to
implementations on specific architec-
tures [Goldberg et al. 1994].

Parallelism in the data-parallel sub-
set of Proteus comes from the iterator
construct. Several semantics preserving
transformation rules for iterator elimi-
nation have been defined for these con-
structs to replace them by calls to the
Data Parallel Library (DPL) [Prins and
Palmer 1993]. DPL is a collection of C
functions for vector processors which
provides the capability to treat nested
sequences as primitive data types. This
library is designed specifically to be
used as a target notation for trans-
formed Proteus programs.

Programming: We illustrate the
transformation to low-level data-paral-
lel code by means of the simple expres-
sion

[i in [1..5]: sqs(i)]

using the function sqs defined as fol-
lows:

function sqs(n: [int]) 5
return [j in [1..n]: j*j];

This expression evaluates to a tuple
containing tuples that contain the square
numbers for 1 to 5: [[1],[1,4],[1,4,9]
[1,4,9,16],[1,4,9,16,25] .

Evaluation: The execution time of
this small program is not optimal on
vector processors, because it is not pos-
sible to translate it directly into a C
program with calls to the DPL func-
tions.

Transformation: In a first transfor-
mation step, a function application rule
is applied to pull out the function call:

sqs 1 ([i in [1..5]: i])

whereby sqs 1 is a modified version of
sqs that is applicable to a tuple of inte-
gers. Instead of repeatedly evaluating
single values, the function sqs 1 now
must evaluate a sequence of values in
parallel. A rule for generating data-par-
allel functions is applied to define
sqs 1:

function sqs 1 (V: [[int]]) 5
return [i in [1..#V]:
[ j in [1..V[i]]: j*j] ];

The unary operator # returns the
length of a tuple. A syntactical transfor-
mation writes all operations in the body
of sqs 1 (behind the return keyword) in
prefix form as follows:

[i in range1(length(V)): [j in
range1(index(V,i)): mult(j,j)]]

In the following steps this function
body is transformed. Again, a function
application rule is applied to pull out
the function call to mult :

[i in range1(length(V)): mult 1([ j
in range1(index(V,i)): j],

[ j in range1(index(V,i)): j] ]

In the next transformation step, an
iterator nesting rule is applied to sim-
plify the inner iterator:

[i in range1(length(V)):
mult 1(range1(index(V,i)),
range1(index(V,i)) ) ]
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Next, the outer iterator is trans-
formed through both the mult 1 and
range1 operations introducing mult 2

(function application rule):
mult 2(range 1(
[i in range1(length(V)):index(V,i) ]

[i in range1(length(V)):in-
dex(V,i) ] ))

The identity rule ([x in [i..#Y]:

Y[x]] [ Y) simplifies the function body
of sqs 1 to:

mult 2(range1 1(V),range1 1(V)

A rule for the implementation of deep
data-parallel functions introduces in-
sert and extract to alter the depth of
the input such that mult 1 can be used
to implement mult 2:

insert(mult 1(extract(range1 1(V),1),
extract(range1 1(V),1),
range1 1(V),1))

In a final transformation step, an it-
erator nesting rule is applied again to
simplify the iterator from the original
expression:

sqs 1([1..5])

At this point we have replaced all the
iterators in the example expression and
the called function sqs . Now, this trans-
formed version can be translated di-
rectly into a C program with calls to the
DPL functions [Prins and Palmer 1993].
This step is just syntactical translation
to C.

Nyland et al. [1996] discuss the trans-
formation of data-parallel Proteus pro-
grams to low-level data-parallel systems
and to message-passing libraries. For
the time being, the transformation rules
for Proteus programs are restricted to
the data-parallel constructs of Proteus.
Within the Proteus approach it has
been considered to use the KIDS semi-
automatic program development system
[Smith 1990] to help the programmer
with the transformations.

However, it is unlikely that fully au-
tomatical transformation tools as they
are known for parallelization of impera-
tive sequential languages such as C and
Fortran [Bacon et al. 1994] can be built

for control-parallel prototypes, but some
kind of tool support is conceivable. Be-
fore building such transformation tools,
it appears to be reasonable to get an
assessment of the requirements on such
tools through practical experience and
to develop a theoretical foundation for
such tools. The automatic or semiauto-
matic transformation of control-parallel
prototypes into efficient low-level pro-
grams is, therefore, still an unsolved
problem and subject to further research.

Some sample systems. Some man-
ual transformations of prototypes into
efficient implementations are discussed
in the literature:

—In Hummel et al. [1995], high-level
data-parallel algorithm specifications
are refined within PSETL (see Sec-
tion 3.2). High-level PSETL code is
successively transformed manually
into lower-level architecture-specific
PSETL code.

—Nixon and Croll [1993] manually
transform PAISLey prototypes into
occam programs.

—The stepwise refinement of PCN pro-
grams is discussed in Chandy and
Taylor [1992].

—The manual transformation of PRO-
SET-Linda prototypes into efficient C-
Linda and message-passing implemen-
tations is discussed in Hasselbring et
al. [1997]. It has been proposed to
transform Standard ML prototypes
into occam programs [Wallace et al.
1992].

—The Crystal [Chen et al. 1991] ap-
proach starts from a high-level func-
tional problem specification, through
a sequence of optimizations tuned for
particular parallel machines, leading
to the generation of efficient target
code with explicit communication and
synchronization. This approach to au-
tomation is to design a compiler that
classifies source programs according
to the communication primitives and
their cost on the target machine and
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that maps the data structures to dis-
tributed memory, and then generates
parallel code with explicit communi-
cation commands. Regarding those
classes of problems for which the de-
fault mapping strategies of the com-
piler are inadequate, Crystal provides
special language constructs for incor-
porating domain specific knowledge
by the programmer and directing the
compiler in its mapping.

Some kind of tool support to assist with
the transformation has also been dis-
cussed:

—In Breant [1991], occam programs are
produced semiautomatically from
Petri-nets.

—A tool for the Communicating Petri-
nets (CmPNs) approach supports code
generation from graphical prototypes
[Bucci et al. 1995].

—Ada program skeletons are automati-
cally derived from PROT nets, a high-
level Petri-net formalism, to assist
the programmer with the transforma-
tion [Bruno and Marchetto 1986].

—Tool support for the transformation of
PSDL prototypes is discussed in Ber-
zins et al. [1993].

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR
FUTURE WORK

To develop a concurrent application, you
should start with executable prototypes
to experiment with ideas (neglect the
execution performance in the first in-
stance). Only when a program is run-
ning properly should performance be a
consideration, but the development pro-
cess for concurrent applications should
also allow the analysis of performance
issues in the prototyping phase. Power-
ful tools are needed to make prototyping
of concurrent applications feasible.

5.1 Conclusions

This paper surveys several program-
ming languages and systems for proto-
typing concurrent applications and clas-

sifies them with respect to the
prototyping process to review and struc-
ture the state of the art in this area.

The approaches intend to solve the
problems in quite different ways. Do-
main-specific libraries are designed for
specific application domains. Set-ori-
ented data-parallelism is usually ap-
plied in scientific, numerical applications.
Coordination languages emphasize a lin-
guistic separation of sequential and con-
current programming constructs,
whereas graphical programming ap-
proaches aim at separating linguistic
sequential code from the graphical con-
current constructs. Concurrent func-
tional languages provide some exten-
sions for states and nondeterminism.
Concurrent object-based approaches
aim at flexible software architectures
for concurrent applications.

Table I presents an overview of the
linguistic approaches and Table II pre-
sents an overview of the graphical ap-
proaches surveyed in the paper. The
tables classify the surveyed approaches
with respect to the process of prototyp-
ing concurrent applications. The hori-
zontal structure of the tables corre-
sponds to the taxonomy in Figure 1.
Note, that some approaches belong to
multiple categories. This is the case for
the linguistic approaches PDC and
PROTOB which are accompanied by the
graphical representations of Process-
Build and PROT nets, respectively. The
individual approaches are classified
with respect to the following issues:

—Do methods for transforming proto-
types into efficient implementations
exist?

—Do tools for transforming prototypes
into efficient implementations exist?

—Is performance explicitly considered
in the approach (e.g., through perfor-
mance visualization [Heath and
Etherirdge 1991; Pancake et al.
1995])?

—Is real-time explicitly considered in
the approach?
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—Is fault-tolerance explicitly consid-
ered in the approach?

—Is experience from actual users re-
ported (i.e., users who do not belong
to the development teams of the par-
ticular approach)?

As we can see, some of the included
approaches have methods for transfor-
mations, and few are accompanied with
tools to help with the transformation
into efficient implementations. Only a
few approaches explicitly support per-
formance evaluation of prototypes. Sev-
eral approaches consider real-time, but
only one approach aims at prototyping
of fault-tolerance issues.

Only a few approaches have been
used by actual users who do not belong
to the development teams of the partic-
ular approach. Most of the tools have
only been used as research prototypes.
In particular, the lack of appropriate
integration of debugging, performance
evaluation and transformation of proto-
types within most research tools could
be a problem for real users.

The focus of the present paper is very
much on ‘traditional’ concurrent pro-
gramming languages and systems.
Meanwhile, there exist a lot of work in
distributed applications, where develop-
ments such as CORBA [Mowbray and
Zahavi 1995] are attempting to lift the
level of abstraction. For instance, the
CORBA event services [Mowbray and
Zahavi 1995] may be used to provide
synchronous or asynchronous transfer
of objects using event channels to de-
couple the communication between dis-
tributed objects. Consumer objects can
either receive notification of events that

concern them (push model) or can con-
nect to the event channel to wait for
their events (pull model). Figure 14 il-
lustrates both mechanisms, where sup-
pliers deposit information at the event
channel and consumers fetch them in
different ways. The event service can be
implemented as a specialized CORBA
object which means that it can be used
by multiple suppliers and consumers si-
multaneously. In effect, this means that
multiple suppliers can pass information
to multiple consumers using the same
event channel without any supplier or
consumer having direct knowledge of
each other. OrbixTalk is an implemen-
tation of the CORBA event services
[IONA Technologies PLC. 1997]. Event
channels provide a decoupling of the
consumers and producers of events very
similar to Linda’s tuple spaces (Section
3.3) or the ActorSpace model (Section
3.5). Suppliers and consumers may reg-
ister and unregister with an event chan-
nel with no consequences to either other
suppliers who could be providing events
or consumers who may be listening for
events. Furthermore, the combination of
CORBA with Java [Vogel and Duddy
1998] may provide a powerful tool for
developing concurrent systems based on
distributed active objects (see Section
3.5). Therefore, several concepts of high-
level concurrent languages seem to have
some influence on the design of ad-
vanced middleware platforms for dis-
tributed systems.

When developing distributed systems,
software engineers often use the high-
level support offered by middleware
platforms or Internet techniques in or-
der to build experimental prototypes

push

pull

..
.

..
.

deposit

deposit

supplier

supplier

consumer

consumer

CORBA
event service

Figure 14. Decoupled push and pull communication with CORBA event services.
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that can then be extended into full sys-
tems, instead of using the surveyed
sytems that are specifically designed for
prototyping. The reasons for these prac-
tices is that, despite of the large number
of publications and progress made with
prototyping concurrent applications and
concurrent programming in general, the
techniques for systematically engineer-
ing concurrent applications are still not
fully developed.

The information in the tables is ex-
tracted from the available literature. It
could be the case that, in the meantime,
there should be some more ticks in some
of the table cells, but this would not
substantially change our general con-
clusions which indicate some directions
for future work (see Section 5.2).

To summarize the paper, Figure 15
illustrates the historical development of

some of the surveyed linguistic ap-
proaches. The graphical approaches are
not included in this (simplified) illustra-
tion, because there would be no connec-
tions to the other approaches and the
dependencies among the graphical ap-
proaches already become apparent
through the structure of Table II.

5.2 Directions for Future Work

The essential prototyping activities are
programming, evaluation and transfor-
mation of prototypes into efficient im-
plementations. Linguistic approaches
emphasize programming concerns. Ani-
mation and simulation of graphical rep-
resentations concentrate on evaluation
concerns. The integration of the follow-
ing features could form powerful means
for developing concurrent applications:

Ada

Durra

PROTOB, RAPIDE
CC++, CODB

message passing

Proteus

PSP

ISETLSETL ISETL-LindaNESL

Parallel ISETL

Multilisp
ProSet-Linda

PAISley

ML

PSETL

Chrystal

pure functional

ActorSpace

Linda

Polylith, URPC, Zhou

PDC

RPC

data parallelism DARP

Actors

IPC_FBase

Starlite, VAN

concurrent objects

Figure 15. An illustration of the historical development of some of the linguistic approaches surveyed
in the paper. The arrows indicate dependencies.
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—High-level linguistic approaches.

—Graphical representations of concur-
rency.

—Prototyping of user interfaces.

—Debugging support with replay fea-
tures (post-mortem analysis).

—Performance visualization tools.

—Support for transforming prototypes
into efficient implementations.

In particular, the performance evalua-
tion of prototypes and the systematic
transformation of prototypes into effi-
cient low-level programs are still un-
solved problems. For instance, DARP
[Akarsu et al. 1998] goes a step into the
right direction as it integrates an inter-
preter, a source level debugger, data
visualization and data analysis pack-
ages for prototyping of High-Perfor-
mance Fortran (HPF) programs.

Anyway, the appearance of workshops
and symposia on the subject is promis-
ing [PDSE 1996; PDSE 1997; PDSE
1998; PDSE 1999]. Prototyping is one
important concern for software engi-
neering of concurrent applications.
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